
Michelle Miller, Curator of Education
I chose this work by Rupert Conrad because I love the way he uses color and line to just guide your eye 
all throughout the work. Even the colors he chose and where he placed them are just so interesting to 
me. I am always so envious of artists that can paint in this loose and kind of messy style because it is so 
hard to do and be successful.  To me this painting has such a fun sense of movement and joy that it just 
makes me what to dance!

I might by biased because I had Mike Olsen as my ceramic professor while at Casper College, but I just 
love his work. This piece that I chose has always been my favorite ceramic piece in our collection 
because both elements of it are just beautiful. I love the juxtaposition of textures between the vase and 
the elephant head and how it has a primitive feel to it. There are just so many small details all over it 
that make it so fun to look at. And as with so much of his work I am left just wondering how in the world 
he did it.

Michela Whitlow, Associate Curator/Collections Manager
I chose the antique gold clock because I am Disney girl to my core. As soon as I saw it, I thought of 
Cogsworth. I am very lucky to work with our collections every day, and I am so excited to share my 
favorite pieces with the Casper Community.

I chose this piece because I am so excited about fall this year. Although I was raised here in Casper, I 
just recently moved back from Florida with my husband. I have not gotten the chance to experience fall 
leaves in a few years and this painting makes me feel so at home. 

Trinity Attaway, Events and Operations Manager
Dos A Dos- She has her guards up but is one to make a statement. She is clever, but cautious. She knows 
what she is doing, but not where she goes. She is me, but I am not her…yet. 

My beloved is mine and I am his. When I look at them, they are everything I want in my life. To be 
happy, sad, grim, marvelous, inspiring, and strengthened by love and so much more.

Randy, Building and Grounds Supervisor
Leo Z. Sherman, After The Frost. Iʼve been inspired by barns with landscapes since I can remember. My 
grandmother always had fine art displayed throughout her house, and her favorites were barns. 

Betsy Bower, Familiar. The raven has been by icon since I was a teenager.
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Mark Bennett, Museum Coordinator
Gone the way of the Buffalo by Michael Coleman - For twenty years of my life I was given an assurance 
and certainty of my death, and the life that would come after. Life and death for the longest time held no 
mysteries. But my journey out of my faith began without my consent and speedily took away all promises of 
death. The months following my faithʼs demise, resulted in a torment of uncertainty and fear surrounding the 
finality of my existence. Fortunately, time healed this anxiety. For quite some time I felt peace with my 
death. But the first time I laid on this piece a little bit of my past asserted its way to the front of my thoughts 
and produced an anxiety long gone. Today I exist in a state of relative tranquility, but for no rhyme or 
reason things in this world remind me that I am not completely over my past anxiety. 

Seals - I like seals.  

Elysia Conner, Museum Receptionist
The dreamlike mood of Voices, Voices by Martin John Garhart caught my eye in the vault. A frame within 
the paintingʼs frame separates a person outside at night, standing in water while surrounded by trees. She 
seems to be in a separate reality, as if in a dream or lost in her own thoughts. A wider view above shows 
the moonrise over a hill. Does that symbolize the real world outside of her? Or does it represent her mind 
as a landscape, even while sheʼs contained in a smaller space of one dream or experience? A checkered 
pattern contrasts the natural lines, and a trout faces printed words. Itʼs interesting to wonder what all these 
images symbolize. 

Assemblage by Tom West interested me with how it combines found and created objects to create a sculp-
ture thatʼs both beautiful and disturbing. This piece references history and offers much to think about and 
discuss.

Kim Breed, Art Educator
When I first saw this piece, I was pulled in by the contrast of the bright colors and the dark background. 
And then I noticed the figures and the title. Death by Transfiguration, James Boyle. I relate to this piece in a 
lot of ways. I have gone through many stages of death and transfiguration in the last three years. I'm learn-
ing to let the old parts and pieces of me die so that new colorful pieces can be reborn and transformed. It is 
ofttimes a painful process, the main figure in this painting almost looks like it is burning. But I know the end 
result will be a sight to behold and much like this piece, both the light and the dark are necessary. 

I just love these little bronzes. I'm an artist myself and I love the human figure. The way an artist can show a 
person's mood simply by their body language or their facial expressions. I love that these pieces portray 
women in quiet moments. Thinking, recharging, alone in solitude. I've found in my own life that these are the 
moments when the magic happens. 

Kelsy Lempka, Art Educator
James Boyle, To Venice with Love - I chose this piece because I was very drawn to the complimentary colors 
and use of pattern. I also really enjoy the impressionistic brush strokes of the majority of the painting in 
contrast to the two side areas, I feel like it gives the painting a dream-like quality. I also spent some time in 
turkey during college and the domes and spires reminded me of my time there. 

Vantage Point, Kenneth Rodney Bunn- I really enjoy how the artist created a softness within the bear but 
also the roughness of the tree. I also really enjoy that it is a big old bear just daintily perching on a log.


